
Joe Symington PROJECT 10073 RECORD CARD /fe?4-
1. D*7E

18 Apr 61
2. LOCATION

Eagle River, Wisconsin
12. CONCLUSIONS

O Was Balloon
D Probably Balloon
D Possibly Balloon

D Was Aircraft
a Probably Aircraft
D Possibly Aircraft

D Was Astronomical
D Probably Astronomical
O Possibly Astronomical

d n*h». Hallucination
D Insufficient Data for Evaluation
O Unknown

3. DATE-TIME GROUP

Local __1100

f^r 1B/1&30Z Apr &L
ThysS-cal Specimen

4. TYPE OF OBSERVATION

JSXGround-Visual D Ground-Radar

D Air-Visual D Air-Intercept Radqr
5. PHOTOS

a Yes (Pancake)
BXNo

7. LENGTH OF OBSERVATION

5 minutes

6. SOURCE

Civilian
8. NUMBER OF OBJECTS

One

10.' BRIEF SUMMARY OF SIGHTING

Object shaped like 2 soup bowls togather, as
a round saucer configuration* Aprox 30 ft in
diameterand 12 ft. thick at center tapering
to 1 ft at rim. Brighter than chrome. Esdiaust
pipes 6" - 8" in diameter spaced 1 ft apart
around rim. Landed and encounter with space
people ensued. Object caused severe air
turbulance when departing* Sounded like snow
tires on pavement at high speed only louder.
Jet like sound. Landed outside observers
window.

ATIC FORM 329 (REV 26 SEP 52)

9. COURSE

Object landed.

11. COMMENTS

Case received wide publicity through
news media and saucer fans* Investigated
fcy Air Force at scene and in the opinion
of the investigators the witness was

found to be a balanced person of good
mental health and that he actually believes
that the sequence of events really happen
However the /inconsistancies coupled with
lack of supporting evidence tend to
indicate that the witness suffered an
hallucination followed with delusion.

m.

3d.
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Got Cakes' from Saucer Men

Is Claim of Joe Simdnton

Si

a

Report Stirs
State, Then
Much of U.S.
By a STAFF WRITER

The alleged landing and con
tact between three men in ' a
"flying sauer"- and Joe Simon-
ton, 54 year old Eagle River
plumber, has rocketed to first
statewide, and then nationwide
attention since it broke to the
public, shortly after noon Sat
urday.

Many residents of this com
munity are surprised and al
most bewildered by the tre-
mendous interest in the report

[which was wired from the
j News-Review office Saturday
jmorning to the Milwaukee Jour-
1nal.

Simonton claims he received
several small pancake shaped
pieces of food from th& visitors
from outer space. He turned
over one of the cakes—about
three inches in diameter and
perforated with many small
holes, to Judge Frank Carter,
who said he sent them to a
Washington, D. C. organization
investigating "unidentified fly
ing objects."

The national press services be
came interested in the ,story,
picked it up and received con

firmation from Washington that
the "cakes" had been received

' there—but a lab report based
on an analysis of the cakes

, would be unavailable until Fri
day, April 28, or as late as Mon
day of next week.

* o a

MEANWHILE the story sim
mers, and the question rages—
what is behind the incredible
report from Joe Simonton?

The claimed landing of the
"flying saucer" was said to have
occurred about 11 a.m., Tuesday,
April 18—but Simonton said he
was reluctant to spread the
word, realizing some would
claim his experience was pre
posterous.

He said he was attracted to
ixis yard when he heard a noise

1 outside, and the saucer—gleam
ing silver "brighter than
chrome" had; landed in his yard.
I^e said it was about 12 feet

-^from top tn hottow and about
-.30 feet in diameter.

Simontoii i>aiJ a iTalch opened
about five feet from the ground,
and he could see three men in
the machine. He said one of the
men, dressed in a black two
piece suit, held up a jug, which
appeared to be of the same
material as the space ship, and
motioned to indicate he would
like water. Simonton said he
took the jug, hurried to the
house to comply, and brought it
back to the men. He judged
they were about five feet in
height, and weighed about 125
pounds. He said they were
smooth shaved and appeared to
resemble those of Italian des
cent.

• ♦ *

HE DOES NOT recall hearing
them speak to each other, or
to him. Simonton said he looked
into the interior of the space
ship and that it was the color of
black wrought iron. He said he
could see several instrument
panels and he could hear a slow
whining sound, like the hum of
a generator.

"It appeared one of the men
in the ship was frying food on
a flameless grill," and Simonton
said he motioned to indicate an
interest in their food. He said
one of the men, dressed in
black, but with a narrow red trim
along the trouser, handed him
three of the small cakes, which
he has shown to authorities in
Eagle River.

Simonton said the visit did
not seem more than five min
utes. He said the large hatch
snapped shut—and* that it was
machined so smoothly you could
scarcely detect where the hatch
was, when it was closed.

He said the ship took off rap
idly, to the south, and that there
was a blast of air which bowed
nearby pine trees.

He said it climbed at a 45 de
gree angle and disappeared in
a couple seconds.

He recalls that along the edge
of the saucer he noted exhaust
pipes about 6 or 7 inches in
diameter.

Simonton has lived at that lo
cation about four miles west of
Eagle River for about 30 years.

ovets, foie



Here's the "pancake from outer space" that
caused nationwide publicity for Eagle River
beginning Saturday of last week—and --tvi
continuing. It is held by Joe Simonton, 54, of
Eagle River, who alleges it was given to him
by three men who landed in his yard in a fly
ing saucer. The novel and incredible story
was given wide play by the Associated Press,

United Press International, and leading tele
vision stations and metropolitan newspapers.
One of (the pancakes has been sent by Jucliro
Frank W. Carter to Donald E. Keyhoe, uirec-
tor of the National Investigating Committee
on Aerial Phenomena, Washington, D. C. Key
hoe is having the pancake analyzed.—NEWS-
REVIEW photo



Cfy^/pfA CONFIDENTIAL 4f/H$
Report of the investigation of the -siting at Eagle River, Wise.
t&jjfejbjtijbj**; April 18, 1961 / 6w Mt. -J-0< Sr^LS+I*^

(investigated b^Mr. Walter Wilier, Mr. John Tumlint J. A. Hynek),

Chronological Events:

ated by^Mr. Walter Wilier, Mr. John Tumli

at

Major Friend called me/approximately 10:^5 am, April 26 to say that he had just been
/ -\ c thein touch with(Ma?9 Judge Frank ^arter, Sr. at Eagle River, and that/Judge stated that

he had sent some material to Donald Keyhoe and NICAP. Major Friend felt it would be

advisable to learn more what the actual situation was before NICAP built a big story

out of this. In v iew of the fact that we had been strongly urging immediate capabi

lity on the part of the Air Force to investigate cases before they went sour, Hynek

decided to fly up and investigate personally. He took with him Mr. Weller and Mr.,

Tumlin/' ABonanza single engine planejwas hired fcy from Pajiwaukee airport, fcSJfcgO.JL
Take-off at approximately 3:^0 pm, arrival in Eagle River about 5:^5^ Obtained taxi

and went into town fee^ to make phone calls. (tokI, $1.^.] Contacted Mr. Bob
Satran, brother of the Editor of the News Review^of the Vilis County. Mr. Satran

lalltfilflfes-

but couldn't get through so offered to take us out to his farm, ^(chicken ranch)
. S(iM<n<T<n\

about 4 miles out of town, Route 1. Sy*±»gten was not present on our arrival, so we

took the opportunity of taking pictures,«sd while Satran pointed out to us the

allefged landing place^Ue^e-. tThis was about 6:30 Bm and there was sufficient light

to take pictures, J/ictures enclosed. 3^j^ctures)taken by Polaroid^ by Hjmek, and
wsfefa 3^Jiillimeter(black and white/by John Tumlin. ^We learned shortly that Symincbon

was in the neighborhood and so dashed off to see him. Attempted to rent a car from

the people he was visitingybut met with most uncooperative atti&ude on part of

husband of woman Symington had been visiting. People did offer to take us back to

Symington-^ place.

Weller rode back with ^aiftgttaa, results :• SyamigLon1 said he was damn sick and

tired of being pestered by news men, assured Weller that this whole thing was not
(from

wouldn't take two weeks out h2 his work to perpetrate a hoax, now

would he?\ V@.ler reports iSyraiagbuir sounded sincere

PtyuJ^L Sf4C£ .
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Meanwhile, back at the ranch,Sy»£»gfcCn~ went through the recital, probably for

the estti time,of the happening. Once and for all, the story of what he said happened

follows:

"At about 11 AM on April 18, Syjningfcon was having a late breakfast in his home.

(See picture).When he heard a noise which he described as a car going around a curve

in a great hurry, a screeiching like that or something like a jet. Syjaiagteen said
it

kE was actually like a jet, it was Judge Carter (see later) who stated that Sysaagfeon

had told him that it had sounded like a screeching motor car. The consensus seems

to be fcfeafc the sound it made while coming down was in Svjningteon's words "like a jet".

Apparently he told Tumlin that on its way down it sounded like^knobby tires on a

wet pavement. He looked out the window and saw decending a bright, chromium-colored,
Jo up bowt±

disk=shapedJobject which he described sbs two seaeWs, one overturned on the other4

gfcnup bowlo, rather than saucers. ^onisgtfeon stated he was not frightened by the

amrttion, but went out immediately because of curiosity. When he got there, the

hatch, or hatchway,was already open, ^^nn H^mlm i1i-rl him ijlu.-fahcr he had hoaij.

^any noioc as it opened, gyaehigloh stated that the hatchway operated something like

a trunk of a car that it hinged from on top and the lower lip would coincide with

the equator of the ship, ^tated that when closed it was completely imperceptible.

and that he would have sworn there was no possible opening there. The space ship

as drawn by him is ^cj^jr enclosed. When he came out, an occupant of said vehicle,

was leaning out of the hatch, and making motions with his hands suggesting that he

needed water or some other liquid. That is, he made drinking motions. Symiegfeen—

pyw^i??^#xiasix±hgx^yCTiTOtx was handed down a "thermos jug-like bottle" (see drawing)

which he says was quite unlike anyihtngx jug he has ever seen here. "A beautiful

thing", he said. He took it to the basement where he has a pumdand filled it with

water, carried it out to the craft, and handed it up to the chap. In doing so, he

had to get up on tiptoe and put one hand against the craft, he says, and effected

the transfer of the jug. He described the interior as essential^ black, pt said he

saw three control panels, and noted that there were two other men inside. The men

he described as extremely clean-shaven, he said very smooth -faced, but dark and
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short, about 5 feet, he estimates. He said they looked like Italians. Their dress

was also black, a knitted jersey was as close as he could come to it, and he insisted

that they had turtle-neck sweater-type apparel. From his account, it seemed to me fh+Jh

it was more like the^picture one gets of iifee Italian sports car racers, or ±ks at

any rate, of the sporty set. Kiere was no communication iirhnfoocnrcx except by sign

language between them, and as he backed away from the craft, he said the interior

dimly lighted, }*xt extremely beautiful. He said he would love to have a room painted

in the same way. He noticed that one of the men was apparently cooking something,

and in his attempt to communicate by sign language indicating that thejfnow had water,

he made motions with his mouth that they could now drink, but apparently this sign

language was misinterpreted as indicating that he wanted some of the stuff they were

cooking, and whereupon they handed him three or four of these little pancake^like

cakes, and as soon as the transfer was effected, the hatch swung down, closed witlia

click, and he says then that the thing was imperceptible, he could not tell where

the hatch had been. And immediately the craft,he stated, rose up like an elevator

without any apparent acceleration, except,of course, at the very beginning. And

when it had arrived at a height of some 20 feet, it tilted k-5° and took off toward

the south and disappeared in a matter of seconds^ As it took off, there was a

considerable blast from the rear without smoke,however, which^Jaeweve*^ did shake

ifca his little pine tree^which bont severely J3i*% came back to normal shortly thereafter.

We examined the tree; there were some broken branches on it, but he stated that that

was not caused by the ship but had been caused by a snowplow some weeks previous.

/ After we had taken a number of pictures, and went over numerous points with

SjoniagtGh, we invited him to dinner and headed into town, in the meantime renting

a car from a garage so that we could look up the other people in the ca^e. We had

a rather iate lengthy dinner in which I attempted to draw him out on various topics.

People passed the table frequently and he was greeted as though he were a very res

pected member of the community. I excused myself and went to the bar to strike up

a conversation with people there and both in that encounter and in many other casual
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conversations.it appeared tlifc the town by and large believed him, although there

were some rather voluble skeptics. I was advised to talk with his neighbor, a man

named Remus, who I was told could tell me quite a bit about Joe, but since ^our

time was extremely limited, I did not get to do this. Mr. Weller talked with

Judge Carter, and experienced great difficulty in being admitted to the house.

Apparently the Judge thought he was from the Air Force and the Air Force appears to

be strictly persona non grata among the flying saucer people around there. The Judge

admitted membership in NICAP and his library had one long shelf devoted entirely

to flying saucertfbooks and other shelves were devoted to topics which are generally

regarded as lunatic fringe items, though I myself do not necessarily regard them

as such. I later had an opportunity to talk with the Judge in Weller's presence and

by that time, the Judge was quite voluble and went into great detail as to his initial

encounter with Syjaington and the types of questions he had asked Symiaagfon". ,^The ^z^Sjr

•^p^o poc^4—HP ^n ^jpi-^-upq- skeptiej&Hi&x but it is apparent that in. this questioning

of Joe he undoubtedly introduced many details into the story which were later in

corporated bpdily by §y-oa«gton" as gospel.

As far as technical details, as regards propulsion systems, trajectories, and

the like, it was futile to attempt to pursue the matter farther. Syjniagton is an

itinerant plumber and chicken farmer. He lives alone, his wife works in Chicago

and apparently has been for the past two years, He would seem a fit subject, if re

garded by a psychologist* Lbolieve^ as one to whom a mental aberration might occur.

The Judge stated, in fact, that he at first thought that Joe had become "shack happy'j

but that after sufficient questioning he, the Judge, hadibeen convinced that the sighting

was valid.

the

In talking with Syjaasigtoli, one did not get/a impression :fcfrgrfcxKi1?xxJ&afcx that he

was anAdamski type. He answered questions directly, did not contradict himself,

insisted on the facts being exactly as he stated and he refused to accept embellish

ments or modifications. He stated he was sure that we wouldn't believe him but that

he didn't care whether he was believed. He stated simply fcka&fclhis happened and that
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was that. The duration of the entire episode was about 5 minutes. He stated also

that at no time was he frightened^and at no time did the men appear in any way to

threaten him. As they left, the man to whom he had handed the jug placed his hand

on his forehead in a gesture of salute and appreciation which gesture was returned

by Syjfti«^tun. The weather was clear and the sun was shining brightly on the metallic

surface. As far as noise was concerned, he stated that there was a continuous ty

whining sound in the interior of the cabin and that the take-off did not involve

any particular noise.

-ft—*—<
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Belt 2 of Eagle-Uiver Sighting '

As far as town reaction is concerned, jLt j/s evidently quite a high spot of conversation

in thj&- pre-tourist season." The town certainly hag_something to talk about and the

local bakery ha4_a white-washed sign on its windows stating "Spaceship Cakes", and a

local service station ha^ a sign stating "Spaceships Serviced Here".

It was established that,Ajyinijagfecir is not a reader of books, and probably did not

have any preconcieved notions as to jQ&uB; except that we do not know what previous

contact he had with the Judge and how much the Judge may have told him of flying

saucer game. KChe Judge did say that when he talked with Joe who had asked for an

appointment Mxfcfa late in the evening, JJartt the -Jadge had shown him numerous pictures

of flying siaucers in various books but in each case Joe said, "No, it wasn't like

that, it was like this", and so on. There is some connection between a soup toureen

that the Judge has in his homer and the jug that was supposedly handed down. At

least insofar as the handles and general overall contours are concerned, although the

drawing that Joe made of the jug does not bear a one-to-one correspondence with the

soup toureen.

In view of the fact that k±s it is notpur practice to investigate cas§s in

which there is only one observer/in view nff the fact that such cases are a priori

suspect of mental aberrationJ this case -oenrtot be given too much weight and certainly

one cannot expect any sort of a definite solution.£ From the appearance of the man,

his habits of lifd and his evident lonsliness, it would appear to me that the situa

tion was ripe for suggestibility and a mental aberration. EThe presence of the NICAP

Judge in the picture probably accounts in large part for the embellishment of the

story and the publicity it has attained.

It would be the advice and opinion of your consultant that the Air Force in

discussing this case should hold fast to the advisability of the general custom of

not considering seriously any sighting or report from a single individual, and to

state that this case was investigated solely because of its possible nuisKance value

and because there will undoubtedly be an attempt made to jockey this incident into
public

a full-fledged production. The Judge already intends to have/meetings in which Joe
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will describe this thing and answer questions and this, of course, means undoubtedly

there will be public lectures with paid admission. There seems to be some indication

that since Eagle River is a tourist town, that "Joe's tflace" will be a tourist at-

iaxbraction this summer, and the like.

SyJmiKgtfon has already received many letters which he kindly allowed me to read.

The general tenor was that he had been a very priviliged individual to have had this

experience and that he should be very careful of tie Air Force in divulging any

information or particularly giving them any material evidence. He was warned that

the Air Force would attempt to hush him up and that if he gave the Air Force any

material evidence he would never get it back. I was questioned a number of times

on my feelings toward NICAP and Major Keyhoe, and I of course stated that I thought

that NICAB was attempting to do^ serious job and that they had a lot of interested

and sincere members who were trying to do the best they could. In no case/of course^

did I attempt to say anything that could later be turned against us as are the un

sympathetic towardf the efforts of NICAP. Likewise this holds for my two colleagues

who Aid a very fine job in interrogation and without whom I could not have completed

this little job in hours we had allocated. WE left Eagle River about midnight or

shortly thereafter and archived back in Chicago and in jEvanston about 3 AM.

7^
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Beport of the investigation of the sighting at Eagle River, l&aconein, purported

to have been node on Aa?ril 28, 1961, by Mr* Jot Slioonton. (investigRted "by Br.

0% A. Ifynek, Mr. Walter Welter, Mr. John Tumlin * sunroarifced by J* A, ^*»k«)

Chronological Event*:

Major Blood called m at aj^roxliaat«ay 10:^5 *»> ^>rll 26, to say that

ho had just been in touch vtth Judge Frank Carter, Sr. at Eagle River, and that

the Judge stated that he had sent acne Material to Boneld Eeyhoe and MCAP*

Major Eriend felt it would he advisable to learn aore what the actual aitua*

tion was before S&CA? built a big atory out of thia. In viev of the fact that

we had been etrongly urging inaediate capability on tilt part of the Air Force

to investigate casea before they vent aour, E^nefe decided to fty up and inveeti*

gate personalty. Be took with hist Mr, Weller end Mr* ttmiin, graduate student*

in Aatroaooy at Northwestern Univeraity. A Bonanza ain^le engine plane vaa

hired froa Pavaukee airport. Take-off at approxiaately 3;fcO pa, arrival in

Eagle River about 5^5 S®« Obtained a taxi and vent into town to make phone

calls. Contacted Mr. Bob Satran, brother of the Editor of the tkm Reviev of

the Vilas County. Mr. Satran attempted to call Mr* Joe Siaooton, the principal

in the case, hist couldn*t get throat eo offered to take ue out to hie farm

(chicken ranch), about k utile* out of town, Bout* X* &&aoBtca vaa not present

on our arrival, eo ve took the opportunity of taking picture*, while Satran

pointed out to us the alleged landing place of the apace craft, etc* $ai« vat

about 6:30 pa and there vaa aufficient light to take pictures. Picture* enclosed.

Polaroid picture* vera taken by Hynek and black and vhite 35 aailliswter by John

Tualin. t§* Uwm& ahortly that Biaonton vaa in the nei^iborhood and ao daehed

off to aim Ma, Attejupted to rent a car froa the people ho vat vieiting, but
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In viev of the fact that it ie not our practice to invaatigata case* in

which there la only one observer (since auch cases are fa priori1 *u*pect of

aantol aberration), this caao should not be given too such weigftt and certainly

one cannot expect *&y sort of a definite solution, from the appearance of the

saan, hi* habit* of life and hi* evident loe&in***, it would appeor to a* that

the situation vaa ripe for suggestibility and a mental aberration. The pre

sence of the KECAP Judge in the picture probably account* in large part for

the enfrclliEfaaent of the atory and the publicity it ha* attained.

in discussing 104* case should hold fast to the advisability of the general

vidual, and to state that thie caae was investigated aolely because of it*

possible nuisance value and because there will undoubtedly be an a&teqpt aada

to Jockey thi* incident into a fuXl-fladged production, torn Judge already

intend* to have public meetings in which Joe will describe this thing and

answer euestlous and thi*,, of oour*a> naan* undoubtedly there will "be public

Eagle River is a tourist town, that "Joe** place" will be a tourist attraction

this suamer, and the like*

#*<*&. $he general tenor was that ha had beau a very privileged individual to

dance* He va* warned that the Air Force would etteapt to hush hia up and that

if he gave the Air «Porc* any loaterial a^tlenee ha would never gtt it back* %

vaa <sn**tioued a maaber of time* on w feeling* toward HICAP and Major Keyhce,

and X of course stated that t thought that HICAP vaa attempting to do a aeriou*
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Job and that they had a lot of interested and sincere nwBfeer* who were trying

to do the beat they could. Xn no case, of course, did 1 attempt to say anything

that could later be turned against u* a* are the unsympathetic toward the effort*

of UICAP. Sdkevise thi* hold* for ny two colleagues who did a ^xy fine Job in

interrogation and without whom X could not have ccc^loted thi* little Job in

the hour* we had allocated* We left Eagle River about midnight or shortly

thereafter and arrived back in Chicago and in Evanston about 3:00 em.
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MINNEAPOLIS 14, MINN. . 3415 UNIVERSITY AVE. . SAINT PAUL 14, MINN

Dr. A. J, Hynek,
Dearborn Observatory,
Northwestern University,
Evanston, Illinois

Dear Sir,

May 12th, 1961

I have sent you today, under separate cover, a recording of our
radio program, "The Visitors,H The recording should be played at
7J IPSe The program was aired over KSTP May 10th at 9:05 p.m» It is
just short of ^5 minutes in lengths

The narration was written by myself and Bud Meier, our television
news directoro Narration by John MacDougall who, incidentally, dubbed
the recording for you."

I should like to thank you for your assistance in providing
much of the information which is an integral part of the program.
I should also like to request that should you become aware of other
interesting aspects with regard to our subject matter, that you
inform us collect at Midway 5 - 2721. w> would certainly appreciate it.

Hope you enjoy the programs

Phil Schrader
K-S-T-P News Department

P.S. Our television program is scheduled to be broadcast at 5:30 p.m.'
tomorrow evening. It has the same title and contains much of
the same material which you will hear on the recording I've sent
you.

pws
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1110 South Third Street

Stillwater, Minnesota 55082
May 50, 1974

^

Dr. J. Allen Hynek
Center for UFO Studies

P. 0. Box 11
Northfield, Illinois 60093

Dear Dr. Hynek:

Please send me information on your new organization, together
with details on membership and any publications and reports it
may issue.

I first began to take the idea of UFO's seriously when, en
route to my first consular assignment in Germany, I met a naval
attache on the "Gripsholm" assigned to Moscow. Part of his assign
ment was to gather information on the phenomena.

As vice consul in Belfast, 1957-59, I really began to take
the matter seriously when we received a communication from the
State Department directing that all local "celestial phenomena"
be reported to the European Desk. Mulling it over, we could only
conclude the State Department wanted reports on UFO sightings, of
which there were many there at the time. I still have clippings
on some of them, including a sighting by a meteorologist at the
Belfast airport, an investigation by the RAF of a UFO said to
have shaved off a chestnut tree, and the white paint on the super-
structure of a fishing vessel turned pink as a result of close
proximity to a UFO.

On Tuesday, December 13, 1966 at 10 p. m. in Stillwater my wife
and I were distracted from a television program by twinkling red,
white and green 'reflections' from what appeared to be an inver
ted saucer-shaped UFO with a submarine-like 'conning tower' atop
that hung above the recently constructed smokestack of Northern
States Power Company's new Allen S. King plant, then under con
struction on the St. Croix river about a mile southeast of us. It
appeared to be rotating slowly, and the red, white and green re
flections revealed its shape. I took my camera outside in the
-30° weather to get a picture of it, and with tree branches as a
reference clearly saw it move rapidly eastward. I drove to a
look-out park on the river bluff from which I could clearly see
the lighted construction site, set up my camera on a tripod and
took several exposures, including a time exposure calculated to
show movement.

My wife and I observed, from our separate points of vantage
(she at home) a second UFO, "twinkling" like the first, that ap
peared to have the shape of the common wooden tops boys used to
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play with in the 'thirties. From the lookout I made shots of
the UFO's over the plant construction site and as they moved
off toward the east.

The sighting lasted from 10 to 11:15 p. m., and we were dis
appointed to find no news reports on it the following day. As
for my film (35mm. color), all that showed up were indetermin
ate tiny white spots that look like stars.

The report may be of some value if you can tie in a further
sighting east of us that same night, in Wisconsin.

That reminds me of the story of the UFO that landed at a handy
man's farm just outside of Eagle River, Wisconsin, several years
ago. In return for some water, they gave the handyman some small
"pancakes" or "cookies", you may recall. My cousin worked for
KSTP-TV, St. Paul - Minneapolis, at the time, and the event was
covered by the news staff, including a Bud Meyer. The staff
got one of the "pancakes" from the handyman and submitted it
to a Minneapolis grain laboratory for analysis. This was never
published. The other "pancakes" were sent to Washington, as I
recall, and nothing further was heard about them. I called Bud
at the time, but he refused to tell me who was making the analy
sis. Years later I learned from another of the news staff, Jim
McGowan, that the private analysis revealed the "pancake" to be
made of wheat, water and salt.

The remarkable thing about it was that the laboratory, which
can determine where any wheat in the world has been grown, could
not make such an identification in this case.

Sincerely,

Gene Luebker



Mr. G^nn Luebeker

jilO 3n.ith Thii?d St,

Still A\vfcer, TIN 55032

•3 D^ u

ili^'.l.-.i • 1

Dear Mr. Luebeker,

Please accept :ny apologies for being- so tardy in replying to

your most interesting letter. I am pleased to add the reports

you sent to ray files.

I a:a enclosing aotie literature describing the Center for

UFO Studios. f7e are an association of scientists involved in

the serious study of the UFO problem* I axa also enclosing a copy

of our latest News Bulletin and a list of recoiiiiaended reading.

Again, I am sorry to have taken so long ±n answering and I

hope you will write again if you have any questions I may ansi^er.

Sineerelv,

JAIl/mm
cc:file S

Encl

J. Alien Hynek

/MJ-h fyk &„r & t&t-mt

'le^TPr-
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DEPARTMENT OF

HEALTH, EDUCATION. AND WELFARE
FOOD AND DRUG ADMINISTRATION

WASHINGTON 25 D C

June 8, 1961

Colonel Philip C. Evans
Aerospace Technical Intelligence Canter
United States Air Force
wright-fafterson Air Force Base
Ohio Attn: AJCIH-4E

Dear Colonel Evans.
o •- &

„jaa^^MX^^mf^

We have completed our examination of the material
submitted with your letter of Hay 5. Hicroecopic analysis
shows the presence of fat, starch, buckwheat hulls, wheat
bran, ar»d seybean *»ulls. The material appears tc be a
porri.cn of an ordinary pancake made predominantly of
buckwheat. Bacteriological examination and measurement of
redioarrivify g*ve results which are consistent with the
view that the article is an ordinary pancake of terrestrial
origin.

Remainder of the cake ia being returned, hlr^ttfT^^fiSf"*

Sincerely yburs,

H. L. Yakovits
Assistant to the Director
Division of Administrative Revi<
Bureau of Enforcement

'tftt^*"^"Xv

\

* «***>

enclosure

*fc& («teB^uttitsHt>£ cake)
il<<- G> fj(j

=asJTsS*^f^;
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WO Sighting, Eagle Kiver, Wisconsin, 18 April 196l 2 June 1961

3AF0I*3C (Major Coleman)

1* Mr. Joe Simonton, who resides near Eagle Biver, Wisconsin, related
to U.S. Air Force investigators that at 1100 on 18 April 19&L, he
witnessed the landing of a space craft and had contact with the occu
pants. The witness further reported that the occupants rewarded him
with four (k) cakes for providing them with water. This alleged
sighting received vide play t>y television, radio and the Press*

2. This case was brought to the attention of the Aerospace Technical
Intelligence Center on 26 April 19&L by the ©ninth Air Defense Sector,
3fee Project Consultant, Dr* J* Allen Hynek of Northwestern University,
was requested to Investigate the reported sighting due his relative
nearness to the scene of the incident, Investigation of this case was
also independently conducted by personnel of the 6?6th Radar Squadron,
Antigo AF Station, Antigo, Wisconsin. Copies of these reports of
investigation are attachments 1 and 2 to this correspondence*

3, Mr. Simonton reported that on 13 April 1961 at 1100 hours he was
standing in his kitchen when he heard an intense whining sound, as
If a jet were flying over his house, but much louder* He looked out
of his kitchen window to the west and saw a hugb saucer lowering to the
ground* It was reported to be intensely bright and appeared chrome like.
The witness said he was not frightened and went out of doors until he
was standing about 10 or 15 feet away from the UFO. He reported the
object appeared to be on the ground,,but due to the lack of disturbance
after its departure he assumes it was hovering*

h, A hatch was reported to have opened and a man appeared in the door*
way, The occupant was described as being about five feet tall, 120 -
125 pounds, dressed In a black skull cap, a heavy black turtle neck
sweater with a |uwhite band around 'Use base, and black tight fitting
trousers with white stripes down each side* Hie man had Italian
features and was smooth shaven. Mr. Simonton said he could not see
into the WQ very well* However, he observed what appeared to be three
control panels, each about two feet high and four feet long. The wit*
ness reported that there were two other occupants, dressed the same as
the man at the door. One of the other men appeared to be preparing
food over a flamelees grill*

FOR OFFICIAL Ij«0MY
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5. The man at the hatch held a thermos-like jug in his hand which was
made of the same bright material as the UFO. Though there was no con
versation between him and the occupants of the WO, he, Simonton, stated
that he was aware that the men wanted the jug filled with water. After
filling the jug and returning it to the man in the hatch he was given
the four cakes which he reported were warm to the touch* Simonton then
reported that he stepped back and exchanged salutes with the occupant
of the WO. The hatch was closed and the WO, with the same whining
sound, took off and disappeared in approximately two seconds*

6. The witness reported that the space craft was about 12 feet high
and 30 feet in diameter with exhaust pipes 6 or 7 inches in diameter
protruding from the edge. When the hatch was closed its outline could
not be discerned.

7* It is the opinion of the investigators that Mr* Simonton Is a
balanced person of good mental health and that he actually believes
that the alleged contact was a real experience. However, there are
inconsistences in the storywhich tend to indicate that this was a
hallucination followed by delusion.

8. The witness, Mr* Simonton, gave both Dr. Hynek and the 6?6th Badar
Squadron investigator samples of the cakes. These samples of the cakes
were submitted to the Aeronautical Systems Division of the Air Force
Systems Command and the Food and Drug Administration of the Department
of Stealth, Education and Welfare for analysis. The ASD conclusion le
that the cakes were prepared from a low protein flour with small quan
tities of sugar and salt and cooked in a hydrogenated oil (Attachment
#3)« The report from the Food and Drug Administration has not as yet
reached ATXC,

9« This case was discussed with a psychologist of the Aeronautical
Systems Division who has clinical experience and it is hie opinion that
the witness suffered a hallucination and subsequent delusion concerning
his experience* The psychologist pointed out that cases of this type
could be. injurious to the mental health of the individual if they be
came upset due to the experience* He pointed out that if cases of this
type are to be pursued, in an attempt to make the witness aware that
his experience was not real, that a professional should undertake the
job because of the possible danger of injuring the witness* mental
health. It was pointed out that experiences of this type, hallucinations
followed by delusion, are not at all uncommon and especially in rural
communities. Many persons who experience these hallucinations under
stand them or do not make public their experiences. These hallucinations
may be a ,lone-time,, experience brought on by circumstances which may
never again be presented to the individual. The psychologist pointed
out that many deluded individuals who, due to the fact that they are
adjusted to their communities and their communities to them, &s^ not
hospitalized for treatment for they are better off without the added
concern over their mental condition.

::0iR OFFICIAL w>



10. It is the decision of ATIC not to pursue further the circumstances
surrounding the Eagle River, Wisconsin, sighting due to the fact that
there is no evidence which indicates that the security of the United
States was threatened and due to the possibility of causing Mr, Simonton
embarrassment which might prove injurious to his mental health.

11. The above summary of the Eagle Biver, Wisconsin, WO sighting, and
the ATIC analysis, is forwarded to your office for passing to SAFI& in
anticipation of possible congressional inquiries concerning this much
publicised sighting*

PHILIP G. SVAHS Atch
Colonel, USAF 1* apt of Investigation (Dr«
Deputy for Science Hynek), w/Atchs.

and Components 2. Bpt of Investigation (6761&
Radar &q), w/Atchs.
3. AS# 3^ab apt.

i, \ V


